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Jesse’s Tips For Catching Port Phillip bay Squid 

• Port Phillip Bay Squid tend to aggregate in patches, so when you catch one, stay in the area as it’s 
highly likely that there will be more around. Boat anglers should use their electric motor to stay on 
the spot, while land based anglers need to continue working areas where they catch a squid and re-
sist the temptation to move on. 

• Squidding is a year round proposition in Port Phillip Bay, but the cooler months are usually the best as 
they usually bring stable weather with less wind, which improves water clarity. As these are visual 
predators, water clarity is an important factor when squidding. 

• Squid are highly visual and Jesse switches jigs regularly to find which colour and style are working on 
the day. Using a snap makes jig changes faster and eliminated the shortening of your leader each 
time a jig is switched. 

• Use a firm enough drag setting just firm enough that no slack gets into the line to release a squid 
(remembering that squid jigs don’t have barbs) . However, squid tentacles can be soft and jigs can 
easily be pulled out, so don’t overdo the drag. 
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• Fish along the reef edges and dropoffs, as well as seagrass areas. Squid can be found from one foot 
to over 10 metres, but 2-6 metres is the most reliable and productive depth range. 

• Some water movement helps entice the squid into taking jigs. On bigger tides, fish parts of the bay 
where there is still water movement, but it’s not too strong. On smaller tides, find areas where there 
is water movement despite the smaller rise and fall. 

• From a boat, daytime is the time when squid are usually targeted. Landbased anglers will do better 
fishing at night. 

• Mix up the retrieve and put in plenty of pauses to allow the jig to sink. It’s important to get the jig 
down into the bottom 1/3 of the water column. Sometimes sharp rips of the rod tip during retrieving 
will spur some bites, other times the squid prefer a subtle retrieve. Mix it up until you figure out 
what’s working. 

Jesse's Tackle Recommendations For Squidding 

• Putting the jig well away from the boat or bank will improve your catches, so longer rods are pre-
ferred. Jesse uses an 8'6" Daiwa Emeraldus MX rod, which allows him to cast a long way and to im-
part a lot of action into the lure. The softer tip cushions shock, reducing the number of squid lost due 
to the jig pulling. 

• A 3000 size Emeraldas reel loaded with 8-10lb Daiwa J Curve braid and a 2m length of 8lb Daiwa J-
Thread FC fluorocarbon leader completes the outfit. 

Jesse’s Tips On Jigs And Techniques 

• Jesse reckons a Daiwa Emeraldas Nude, size 3 in Pink Ebbi colour is a great starting point when 
you're figuring out what's going to work on the day. It's his most reliable pattern and the first one he 
usually ties on the leader. 

• If the squid are hesitant in taking the Emeraldas Nude, Jesse will switch to an Emeraldas Stream, 
which contains rattles and seems to make the squid chase the jig a little harder. Hollow yellow cedar 
is a good colour choice. Sometimes a natural colour is effective and other times a bright colour works 
better, so switch around colours until you find what they're taking. 

• Count the jig down until you have it close to the bottom, then work it back to the boat or bank. It's 
common to impart hard rips to give the lure action, but Jesse finds that more subtle hops can some-
times work better and suggests trying a few different retrieves until you strike the effective retrieve. 
Allowing the jig to freefall occasionally helps a lot in getting bites. 
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Episode Sponsors 

• Bluewater Magazine is the place to go if large, angry gamefish are on the top of your list. Packed 
with how-to articles, gear reviews and the latest game fishing news.  

• Fishing Monthly Magazines is the perfect resource for anyone targeting Australia’s large offshore 
gamefish. Packed with tips on how to find, hook and play the monsters of our oceans, gear reviews 
and more. 
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Jesse’s Sponsors 

• Daiwa Fishing Australia are sponsors of Jesse and their Emeraldas rods, reels and squid jigs are his 
preferred tools of the trade. 

• Mako Eyewear Australia is Jesse’s preferred brand of polarised sunglasses – vital for seeing squid fol-
lowing a jig. 
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